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Country-level effects of the ECB’s expanded asset purchase
programme
Andrejs Zlobins

Monetary Policy Department, Bank of Latvia, Riga, Latvia

ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the macroeconomic effects of the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) Expanded asset purchase programme (APP) on
Latvia and other euro area jurisdictions and investigates the cross-
border transmission mechanism. To that end, we employ two
different vector autoregressive (VAR) models, namely a bilateral
structural VAR with block exogeneity (BSVAR-BE) and a multi-
country mixed cross-section global VAR with stochastic volatility
(MCS-BGVAR-SV). We find that the APP had a limited and weakly
significant impact on Latvia’s output while the effect on inflation
has been robust due to depreciation of the euro. Regarding other
jurisdictions, results suggest that the ECB’s asset purchases had a
larger impact on industrial production in the countries where it
drove down long-term interest rates the most via portfolio
rebalancing channel. Despite that, our evidence suggests that the
APP was mainly transmitted to inflation via exchange rate
depreciation rather than through aggregate demand-driven shifts in
the Phillips curve.
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1. Introduction

Following the Great Recession, central banks in advanced economies introduced a
number of unconventional monetary policy measures, such as quantitative easing (QE),
because policy rates became constrained by their lower bounds and were no longer
able to influence long-term interest rates and ultimately to stimulate output and increase
inflation towards the target (Stone et al. (2011) and Bridges and Thomas (2012)). As one of
the last major central banks, the European Central Bank announced the Asset Purchase
Programme on 22 January 2015 to prevent the euro area economy from entering a defla-
tionary spiral.1 There is a burgeoning body of empirical literature documenting area-wide
effects of the APP (see Altavilla et al. (2015), De Santis (2016) and Koijen et al. (2016) for the
impact on the euro area financial conditions as well as Blattner and Joyce (2016), Garcia
Pascual and Wieladek (2016) and Gambetti and Musso (2017) for the macroeconomic
implications of the APP).

However, Georgiadis (2015) demonstrates that there is a significant heterogeneity in
the transmission of conventional monetary policy shock among the euro area countries
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due to differences in structural properties of the member states. Some evidence regarding
country-level effects of unconventional measures can be found in Boeckx et al. (2017) and
Burriel and Galesi (2018), which confirm the results of Georgiadis (2015), but they focus on
balance sheet policies implemented before the APP and use pre-APP data samples. There-
fore, we expand the literature by focusing specifically on the member-state level trans-
mission of the APP shock.2 To make sure that we specifically identify the APP shock and
disentangle it from previously introduced unconventional measures, our identification
strategy explicitly emphasizes the portfolio rebalancing channel of asset purchases
since the existing literature highlights its importance in the transmission of the APP
shock in the euro area. However, the main aim of this paper is to evaluate the macroeco-
nomic effects of the APP on the Latvian economy and investigate the cross-border trans-
mission mechanism.3 To that end, we employ two different vector autoregressive models
often used to evaluate the spillovers stemming from the foreign monetary policy actions,
namely a bilateral structural VAR with block exogeneity and a multi-country mixed cross-
section global VAR with stochastic volatility. While the first model provides a flexible fra-
mework for assessing the spillovers from monetary policy shocks in the euro area, the
second framework allows to explicitly model Latvia as a member of the currency union
and capture higher order transmission channels since the model also includes non-euro
area countries, thus sharpening the estimates of the APP effects. Both models are esti-
mated using Bayesian techniques with the data covering the period from January 2009
to October 2018 to minimize the vulnerability to the Lucas critique. Our contribution to
the literature examining the effectiveness of the ECB’s Asset Purchase Programme is three-
fold. First, we provide empirical evidence regarding the macroeconomic impact of the APP
on the Latvian economy. Second, we present country-level results of the APP effectiveness.
Third, the passage of time and the availability of longer time series allow us to empirically
validate the area-wide total impact of the Asset Purchase Programme.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the econometric models, data
and identification strategy used to measure the impact of the APP. Section 3 presents
the results and discusses the transmission mechanism, while Section 4 is devoted to
robustness checks of our estimates. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2. Econometric framework

This section describes the econometric strategy we use to pin down the impact of the APP
on individual euro area jurisdictions. The first subsection introduces the bilateral SVAR
which is specifically employed to evaluate the macroeconomic effects of the asset pur-
chases on the Latvian economy, while the second subsection presents the multi-
country VAR, which allows to explore the transmission of the APP on other member
states and corroborate the findings regarding the Latvian economy.

2.1. Bayesian structural vector autoregression with block exogeneity

Bilateral VAR models with block exogeneity, first introduced by Cushman and Zha (1997),
are frequently used to study monetary policy spillovers from large to small economies (see,
e.g. Bluwstein and Canova (2015) and Moder (2017)) to foster a meaningful identification
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of shocks and ensure that shocks originating in a large economy can influence develop-
ments in a small economy but not vice versa.

Consider the following SVAR model:

A0xt = a0 +
∑p
j=1

Ajxt−j + 1t (1)

where a0 is a vector of constants, Aj is an m×m array of coefficients, xt for t = 1,… ,T is an
m× 1 vector of m variables and 1t is an m× 1 vector of residuals with variance-covariance
matrix St . In order to ensure that Latvian variables have no impact on the euro area block,
we impose block exogeneity by making Aj lower triangular:

Aj = Aj11 0

Aj21 Aj22

[ ]
, j = 0, . . . , p (2)

In effect, the introduction of block exogeneity in the SVAR system implies that both impact
matrix A0 and coefficients Aj with regard to Latvian variables in the euro area equations are
forced to take a value of 0. Since we estimate our model using Bayesian methods, this is
straightforward to implement by setting a 0 prior mean on the corresponding coefficients
and by assigning hyper-parameter l5, which controls the block exogenous variance, to
take a value of 0.001, ensuring that the posterior distribution of these coefficients is
centred tightly around 0. In this case, we use an independent normal-Wishart prior distri-
bution, which assumes that the matrix containing VAR coefficients Aj is multivariate
normal:

Aj � N(A j0 , V0) (3)

where coefficient mean A j0 is an m × 1 vector and V0 is an m×m diagonal coefficient
covariance matrix with variance relating endogenous variables to their own lags given by:

s2
ii =

l1
ll3

( )2

(4)

where l1 is a hyper-parameter that controls the overall tightness, l is the lag considered by
the coefficient and l3 controls the relative tightness of the variance of lags other than the
first one. The variance for cross-variable lag coefficients is given by:

s2
ij =

s2
i

s2
j

( )
l1l2
ll3

( )2

(5)

where s2
i and s2

j denote the OLS residual variances of an autoregressive model estimated
for variables i and j and l2 is a hyper-parameter that controls the cross-variable weighting.
Finally, the variance for the constant is given by:

s2
c = s2

i (l1l4)
2 (6)

where l4 is a hyper-parameter governing the exogenous variable tightness. In our case, we
specify the prior using standard values for the hyper-parameters following Dieppe et al.
(2016), i.e. we set the AR coefficient of the prior to 0.8, overall tightness l1 = 0.1, cross-
variable weighting l2 = 0.5 and lag decay l3 = 1. Turning to the prior for the residual
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covariance matrix S, we assume that it follows an inverse Wishart distribution:

S � IW(S0, a0) (7)

where S0 is an m × m scale matrix for the prior and a0 is the number of degrees of
freedom. S0 is obtained from individual AR regressions following Karlsson (2012):

S0 = (a0 −m− 1)

s2
1 0 0 0
0 s2

2 0 0

0 0 . .
.

0
0 0 0 s2

m

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (8)

where the degrees of freedom are set to a0 = m+ 2.
Since no analytical solution exists for the independent normal-Wishart prior, we employ

a Gibbs sampler to obtain the posterior distribution of the reduced form parameters and
the residual covariance matrix with a total number of 12 000 iterations with the first 10 000
discarded as burn-in.

In our baseline specification of the model, the euro area block includes seven monthly
variables: output, inflation, short-term and long-term interest rates, the exchange rate,
equity prices and securities held by the Eurosystem, while the Latvian block – output,
inflation and long-term interest rates (see Appendix A1). To pin down the transmission
mechanism of the Eurosystem asset purchases to the Latvian economy, we further
expand the model with additional variables one by one. The variables enter the model
in form of log-levels with exception of interest rates which enter in levels. Expressing
the variables as natural logarithms allows the results to be interpreted as elasticities,
enabling us to estimate the total impact of the APP by scaling the impulse response func-
tions. As for the sample period, we estimate the model with data covering the period from
January 2009 to October 2018. Similarly to Boeckx et al. (2017), Gambetti and Musso (2017)
and Burriel and Galesi (2018) we decide to use a data sample since the onset of the Great
Recession to minimize the vulnerability to the Lucas critique. The lag order is set to 2.4

To identify the structural APP shock, we use the sign and zero restrictions approach as
in Arias et al. (2014) with a summary of the identification scheme provided in Table 1. We
choose an identification strategy similar to Garcia Pascual and Wieladek (2016) since the
existing literature emphasizes the importance of the portfolio rebalancing channel in
the transmission of the APP shock in the euro area (see, e.g. Altavilla et al. (2015), Gambetti
and Musso (2017)), but instead of identifying the APP shock from the unobservable asset
purchase announcement variable we use the balance sheet item "Securities held by the
Eurosystem" as a proxy for the APP since this position is directly affected by asset
purchases.

We assume that the long-term interest rates decline in response to central bank asset
purchases. This restriction is motivated by the evidence from Vayanos and Vila (2009),
which shows quantitative easing can reduce the term premia of long-term bonds due
to financial frictions. Additionally, Bernanke et al. (2004) argues that when a central
bank performs asset purchases, it signals that inflation and output are far from their
desired levels, meaning that short-term interest rates will stay low for a prolonged
period, driving down long-term interest rates as well. Because of lower government
bond yields, we believe that investors will try to compensate the fall in the return of
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Table 1. Identification scheme in the BSVAR-BE model.

Shock
EA Industrial
production

EA HICP
inflation

Securities held by the
Eurosystem

EA 10-year
bond yields EONIA

Eurostoxx
50

USD/
EUR

LV Industrial
production

LV HICP
inflation

LV 10-year bond
yields

Aggregate
demand

+ + 0 + +

Aggregate
supply

+ – 0 + +

Monetary policy + + 0 –
APP + – 0 + 0 0 BA

LTIC
JO

U
RN

A
L
O
F
EC

O
N
O
M
IC
S
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their portfolios by rebalancing them to higher yielding assets, e.g. equities. We assume
that, due to higher demand, equity prices will increase following the APP shock.
However, we remain agnostic about the impact on the euro area output and inflation
to let the data speak and impose a zero restriction on EONIA to reflect the zero lower
bound environment and ensure that the APP shock is orthogonal to a conventional mon-
etary policy shock. To further isolate the asset purchase shock from standard monetary
policy actions, we also identify a conventional monetary policy shock.5 Finally, aggregate
demand and supply shocks are also singled out so that disturbances related to business
cycle fluctuations are not confused with the APP. Regarding the Latvian block of the
model, we assume that real variables do not react immediately to asset purchases to dis-
entangle the structural APP shock from domestic real economy disturbances as domestic
demand and supply shocks are not explicitly identified. However, we leave the long-term
interest rates unrestricted since Latvian bonds are also purchased under the APP. Sign
restrictions are imposed to hold on impact and two months after, while zero restrictions
– on impact only.

2.2. Mixed cross-section Bayesian global vector autoregression with stochastic
volatility

A potential drawback of bilateral VARs is the lack of higher-order transmission channels
which might lead to the underestimation of spillover effects (see Georgiadis (2017)).
This encourages us to adopt a multi-country framework, namely the global vector autore-
gression first introduced by Pesaran et al. (2004), typically estimated with standard
maximum likelihood techniques. However, given the large number of parameters to be
estimated (up to six variables for each of the 34 countries included in our model) and rela-
tively short time series (January 2009 – October 2018), estimation error is likely to be large,
resulting in wide confidence bands. We choose to resolve the curse of dimensionality by
introducing Bayesian shrinkage, thus creating a Bayesian GVAR in the spirit of Feldkircher
and Huber (2016) and Crespo Cuaresma et al. (2016).6 The construction of the GVAR
system is performed in two stages. The first step requires the estimation of the VARX*
model for each country i [ i = 0, . . . , N:

xi,t = ai,0 +
∑p
j=1

Fi,jxi,t−j +
∑q
s=0

Li,jx∗i,t−s + qi,0dt + qi,1dt−1 + 1i,t (9)

where ai,0 is a vector of constants, xi,t is a ki × 1 vector of domestic variables and x∗i,t is
a k∗i × 1 vector of weakly exogenous variables variables. Fi,j and Li,j are the coefficient
matrices associated with domestic and weakly exogenous variables and p and q denote
the lag order for domestic and weakly exogenous variables respectively. The weakly
exogenous variables are calculated as cross-sectional weighted averages of other
countries’ endogenous variables and allow us to capture the international linkages by
using bilateral trade weights:

x∗i,t =
∑N
j=0

wi,jx j,t (10)

where wi,j denotes bilateral trade weights, i is the country index and j is the index of
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trading partner. Trade weights are constructed as follows:

wi,j =
∑N

t=1 Ti,j∑N
t=1 Ti

(11)

where
∑N

t=1 Ti,j denotes bilateral trade between countries j and i in period t,
∑N

t=1 T is the
total trade of country i during the period t and trade is calculated as:

Ti,j = Exporti,j + Importi,j
2

(12)

Since we use a fixed weighting scheme, we average the weights over the period from 2009
to 2017.

Additionally, our model includes the kex × 1 matrix of strictly exogenous variables with
its corresponding coefficient matrix denoted by qi .

In order to account for the common monetary policy in the euro area, we develop a
mixed cross-section GVAR along the lines of Georgiadis (2015), but instead of modelling
it in a univariate Taylor-rule type regression, we model the common monetary policy as
a VAR-process. This cross-sectional unit, which we label "ECB", evolves according to:

xECB,t = aECB,0 +
∑p
j=1

DECB,jxECB,t−j +
∑q
s=0

FECB,jx∗t−s + 1ECB,t (13)

where xECB,t is a vector of common euro area variables, i.e. EONIA, securities held by the
Eurosystem, the exchange rate of the euro against the US dollar and Eurostoxx 507 and
x∗t is a vector of PPP-GDP weighted averages of output and inflation of the euro area
member states.8 Oil prices are also modelled in a similar fashion, following Chudik and
Pesaran (2013), who proposes to include them as a dominant unit rather than to endogen-
ously determine them within the US country model:

xOIL,t = aOIL,0 +
∑p
j=1

FOIL,jxOIL,t−j +
∑q
s=0

LOIL,jx∗t−s + 1OIL,t (14)

where x∗ is a vector of PPP-GDP weighted average of output of all countries included in
the GVAR to mimic the demand for oil.

Since the data sample includes several episodes of severe economic volatility (e.g. the
Great Recession, euro area debt crisis and introduction of non-standard monetary
measures), we introduce stochastic volatility in our GVAR by allowing variance-covariance
matrix Si,t of the error term 1i,t to change over time:

1i,t � N(0, Si,t), (15)

Si,t = UiHi,tU′
i

where Ui is a lower triangular matrix with a unit diagonal and off-diagonal elements uij,n
(j = 2, . . . , ki and n = 1, . . . , j − 1) and Hi,t is a diagonal matrix of log-volatilities
denoted by hij,t which follow an AR(1) process:

hij,t = mij + rij(hij,t−1 − mij)+ kij,t (16)

where mij is the mean of log-volatility, rij is the persistence parameter and kij,t is a white
noise error.
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After estimating the VARX* model for each country, in the second stage we stack them
in a single system to yield a global vector autoregression:

Gxt = a0 +
∑p∗
n=1

Fnxt−n + q0dt + q1dt−1 + 1i,t (17)

where xt is a vector containing all endogenous variables of the system, G is a k × k matrix
of contemporaneous coefficients that are a function of the matrices associated with
weakly exogenous variables Li,j and weights wi,j . Similarly, Fn are k × k matrices of auto-
regressive coefficients that are a function of the matrices associated with endogenous vari-
ablesFi,j and weights wi,j and p∗ denotes max(p, q). 1i,t is a vector containing the residuals
with their variances given by a block-diagonal matrix Si,t = bdiag(S0,t , . . . , SN,t). Multi-
plying with the inverse of matrix G from the left gives the reduced-form of global
vector autoregression:

xt = G−1a0 + G−1 ∑p∗
n=1

Fnxt−n + G−1q0dt + G−1q1dt−1 + G−11t (18)

By construction, the GVAR framework already involves a form of parameter reduction by
restricting the coefficient matrices of weakly exogenous variables in large part to be
defined by weights. However, given the relatively short time series, the remaining number
of parameters is still too high for precise estimates. Therefore, we estimate our model with
Bayesian methods by specifying the stochastic search variable selection (SSVS) prior as in
Feldkircher and Huber (2016) and Crespo Cuaresma et al. (2016) for each country model.
For convenience, suppose that we stack matrices of coefficients from equation 9 for each
country i into vector Ci = (a′i,0, vec(Fi)

′, vec(Li)
′, vec(qi,0)

′ vec(qi,1)
′)′ . The advantage of

the SSVS prior is that it reduces subjectivity regarding the variable selection for each
country model in contrast to maximum likelihood GVARs. It is achieved by shrinking "unim-
portant" or small parameters to zero, thus ensuring that cross-country heterogeneities are
taken into account. The prior is implemented as follows:

Cij|dij � dijN(0, t2ij,0)+ (1− dij)N(0, t2ij,1) (19)

where dij is a binary random variable corresponding to the variable j in country model i. It
takes thevaluesof 1 incase thevariable is included in themodel andzerootherwise. Thevari-
able selection is governed by the hyper-parameters tij,0 and tij,1whichwe set in a semi-auto-
matic fashion following George et al. (2008). Hyper-parameter t2ij,0 is applied to small
coefficients with a value typically set close to zero to ensure that the posterior estimate of
thesecoefficients ispushedclose tozero, effectivelyexcludingthevariableswithsmall coeffi-
cients from the model. For the remaining coefficients, hyper-parameter t2ij,1 is applied with
relatively largevalues toensurethat theprioronthesecoefficients isnon-informative, i.e.pos-
teriorestimateconvergestotheOLSestimates,ensuringthattheresultsarenotdrivenbysub-
jectively specified prior information. In our setting, we specify t2ij,0 = 0.1sj and t2ij,1 = 3sj

where sj is the standard error for coefficient j from each country’s VARX* model estimated
with OLS, allowing us to scale the hyperparameters for individual models. Given that our
GVAR setup features stochastic volatility, we also impose a SSVS prior on the off-diagonal
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elements of Ui :

uij,n|kij,n � kij,nN(0, w2
ij,n0)+ (1− kij,n)N(0, w2

ij,n1) (20)

wherekij,n is abinaryvariablesimilar todijwiththevaluesof1 incase thevariable is included in
themodel and zerootherwisewhilew2

ij,n0 andw
2
ij,n1 are hyper-parameters associatedwith the

covariance matrix. We specify w2
ij,n0 = 7 and w2

ij,n1 = 0.1 for all i, j, n.
Estimation of the Bayesian variant of global vector autoregression requires the use of

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. The algorithm can be summarized as
follows: stacked coefficients from country models Ci,j are drawn from the multivariate
normal distribution, while dij and kij,n are sampled from Bernoulli distribution. Finally,
time-varying variance-covariance matrix Si,t of the error term 1i,t is simulated using the
algorithm of Kastner and Frühwirth-Schnatter (2014).9 We obtain posterior estimates
from 20 000 MCMC iterations after the first 20 000 draws have been discarded as burn-in.10

To identify the APP shock we use the sign restrictions approach as proposed by Eick-
meier and Ng (2015), which applies algorithms of Arias et al. (2014) and Fry and Pagan
(2011) to global vector autoregressions. It consists of applying the Cholesky decompo-
sition to variance-covariance matrix Si,t of the error term 1i,t for each country model to
obtain the lower triangular Cholesky matrix Pi . To perform impulse response analysis, it
is necessary to construct k × k matrix P:

P =

P0 0 . . . . . . 0

0 . .
. ..

.

..

.
Pi ..

.

..

. . .
.

0
0 . . . . . . 0 PN

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(21)

The ECB and euro area country models differ from the rest because their structural errors
vi,t = Pi1i,t are then multiplied by randomly drawn ki × ki orthonormal rotation matrices Ri
from which we select candidate rotations that generate impulse responses satisfying the
sign restrictions. The advantage of this approach is that the impulse response functions do
not depend on the ordering of the countries and variables since the variance-covariance
matrix is orthogonalized only in the countries where the shocks are identified. We use an
identification scheme similar to the one used in the BSVAR-BE model with a summary of
the identification scheme provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Identification scheme in the MCS-BGVAR-SV model.

Shock
Industrial
production

HICP
inflation

Securities held by the
Eurosystem

10-year
bond yields EONIA

Eurostoxx
50

USD/
EUR

Aggregate
demand

+* +* +* +

Aggregate
supply

+* –* +* +

APP + –* +

The restrictions marked with * are imposed in the euro area country models and are only required to be fulfilled by the
majority of member states, allowing for cross-country heterogeneity. The remaining restrictions are applied in the ECB
model.
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However, we are forced to impose a slightly smaller set of restrictions and drop the
identification of the standard monetary policy shock since the algorithm of Eickmeier and
Ng (2015) is computionally intensive due to the large orthogonal rotation matrix. Despite
using weaker identification restrictions, the APP shock seems well identified and is not con-
fused with standard monetary policy actions because the reaction of EONIA is statistically
insignificant throughout the horizon as shown by the results in Figure 2.

Our monthly dataset is comprised of the main macroeconomic variables for 34
countries over the same period as the BSVAR-BE model, i.e. from January 2009 to
October 2018. For non-euro area countries we include six endogenous variables, such
as industrial production, inflation, long-term and short-term interest rates, the exchange
rate and equity prices, while for the euro area countries we include the former three vari-
ables (see Appendix A2). The euro area monetary policy and common variables are mod-
elled in a separate block labelled "ECB", which includes EONIA, securities held by the
Eurosystem, the exchange rate of the euro against the U.S dollar and Eurostoxx 50. See
Appendix A3 for a detailed specification of each country model.

3. Results

We start our analysis of the APP impact by examining the area-wide impulse responses to
validate our identification scheme. Figure 1 shows the impulse response functions of the
euro area macroeconomic variables from the BSVAR-BE model, while Figure 2 – from the
MCS-BGVAR-SV model.

The APP shock is scaled to yield a 1 pp increase in the Eurosystem asset holdings as a
fraction of the 2015 nominal GDP. The vertical axis is expressed in percent, while the

Figure 1. BSVAR-BE results for the euro area.
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horizontal axis shows the number of months since the shock. In general, both the shape of
the impulse response functions and the estimated impact from both models are broadly
similar, e.g. the estimated peak impact on industrial production from bilateral VAR is
0.17%, while the multi-country VAR, as intuitively expected, yields a slightly more pro-
nounced reaction at 0.185% as this model also allows to capture spillback effects from
the rest of the world. Considering that the Eurosystem asset holdings have increased by
21 pp relative to the 2015 nominal GDP from March 2015 to October 2018, we can
scale the peak responses of the industrial production to conclude that the cumulative
impact of the APP on the euro area output is about 3.6% – 3.9%. More importantly,
both models show that inflation also received a considerable boost since its impulse
response functions demonstrate that the asset purchase shock worth 1% of nominal
GDP increased it by approximately 0.07–0.08 pp.

Thus, we can conclude that the APP was successful in reviving the inflationary pressures
in the euro area since the rate of inflation would have been ∼ 1.5–1.7 pp lower in the case
without the Eurosystem asset purchases. Comparing our results with the ECB staff esti-
mates (see Hartmann and Smets 2018), which are based on a range of models, we can con-
clude that our estimate regarding the impact on inflation is identical, while the effect on
output is somewhat higher due to the fact that we use industrial production instead of real
GDP as a measure of output which is known to be more responsive to monetary shocks
(Gambacorta et al. 2014).

Regarding the transmission mechanism, both models bring statistically significant evi-
dence to the existence of portfolio rebalancing channel since sovereign bond yields
decline and equity prices rise following the APP shock. The estimated elasticities of

Figure 2. MCS-BGVAR-SV results for the euro area.
Note: Euro area results are estimated by aggregating impulse response functions of the member states using PPP-GDP
weights.
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these variables are both qualitatively and quantitatively in line with the evidence found in
Garcia Pascual and Wieladek (2016) as well as Gambetti and Musso (2017). Additionally, we
find that the exchange rate channel was also activated since our estimates show that the
euro depreciated by 15% – 19% against the US dollar – broadly in line with previous
research. In general, the estimated elasticities of the euro area macroeconomic and
financial variables to the asset purchase shock are in line with the previous literature,
suggesting that the APP shock is well identified which is essential to further analyze
country-level effects.

We start our analysis of member-state level effectiveness of the APP by focusing on the
Latvian economy. Figure 3 shows the results from the bilateral VAR, while the results from
the global VAR are found in Figure 4. The results from both models suggest that the APP
has had a rather limited impact on Latvian output because the impulse response of the
industrial production is only statistically significant at 50% level in the case of multi-
lateral model, likely reflecting the importance of spillovers from non-euro area countries
in the transmission of the APP to the Latvian economy.

Still, the estimated cumulative effect on Latvian output at ∼ 2% is much smaller than
the euro area average and contrasts the findings in the existing literature, which often esti-
mates the real effects in Latvia from the ECB monetary policy to be among the highest in
the euro area. A possible explanation is that these studies include data samples from the
period before the Great Recession when Latvia experienced an excessive boom–bust
cycle, and it is possible that some of these dynamics are misidentified with the ECB mon-
etary policy.

However, the evidence from both models points to a robust impact on Latvian inflation
as the impulse response functions of the HICP inflation are statistically significant at 68%
level. Also the cumulative impact is similar to the euro area average as it would have been
some 1.5–1.8 pp lower without the APP. The global VAR framework also allows us to esti-
mate the direct impact of asset purchases by setting the bilateral trade weights between
Latvia and other countries equal to zero, effectively switching off the spillovers from the
euro area and the rest of the world. The results in Figure 5 show that indeed the effect
on output was mostly generated by spillovers from other countries as the direct cumulat-
ive impact on the industrial production is around 0.7%. On the other hand, the direct
impact on inflation remains strong at 1.1 pp cumulatively, suggesting that it was impacted
by the APP-induced depreciation of the euro rather than through aggregate demand-
driven shifts in the Phillips curve.

Figure 3. BSVAR-BE results for Latvia.
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With regard to the transmission channels, the baseline specification of both models
shows that the portfolio rebalancing channel was not activated in the case of Latvia
since the impulse responses of the long-term interest rate are not statistically significant.
Therefore, to pin down the transmission mechanism, we expand the baseline specification
of both models with additional variables one by one and leave them unrestricted to
remain agnostic about the channels through which the asset purchases were transmitted
to the real economy.

Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate that the financial channel was also not significant in the
transmission of the APP to the Latvian economy because the responses of credit variables
are statistically insignificant throughout the horizon. Accordingly, there is also weak evi-
dence that the APP impacted house prices because only the response from the MCS-
BGVAR-SV model is slightly significant at 50% level.

Next, we focus on various trade-specific variables with the results shown in Figure 8.
Evidence supports our hypothesis that the APP caused higher consumer prices in Latvia
due to the depreciation of the euro because import prices went up following the asset pur-
chase shock, as expected from the theory. Since prices of imported intermediate goods
increase, exporters are forced to increase their prices as well. While the response of
exports to extra-EA suggest that despite the increase in export prices there was higher
demand for Latvian goods from the rest of the world, extra-EA imports increased to a
similar extent, thus leading to negligible impact on net exports. This helps to explain
why the APP had a limited and statistically weakly significant impact on Latvian output.

Finally, we now turn to member-state level transmission of the APP since the use of the
MCS-BGVAR-SV model allows us to measure the impact of the common monetary policy
across individual euro area jurisdictions. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate that the APP had a
larger impact on output in the countries where portfolio rebalancing was activated, i.e.

Figure 4. MCS-BGVAR-SV results for Latvia (total impact).

Figure 5. MCS-BGVAR-SV results for Latvia (direct impact).
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where sovereign yields were depressed the most, in line with the findings of De Santis
(2016). Regarding Latvia and the Baltics in general, our findings show that the APP
effect on output was among the lowest in the euro area.

Figure 11 supports our argument that the Eurosystem’s asset purchases affected
inflation through the exchange rate channel rather than through aggregate demand-
driven shifts in the Phillips curve since the countries with the largest impact on output
not necessarily saw the largest increase in consumer prices. This finding is in line with
the recent evidence of Beck et al. (2019), which studies the general experience of countries
which have embarked on central bank asset purchases.

Regarding other transmission channels, Figure A1 in the Appendix shows that in some
jurisdictions the financial channel was also activated as the APP enhanced lending to
households and, subsequently, contributed to higher real estate prices. Figures A2 to A5
show that the APP-induced depreciation of the euro exchange rate did not lead to
export-driven growth since the effect on net exports in most member states is negligible
because imports also increase following the APP shock likely reflecting the boost in aggre-
gate demand from the asset purchases transmitted through other channels. The reactions
of import prices bring additional evidence to our hypothesis about the importance of the
exchange rate channel in the transmission of the APP to consumer prices since higher
import prices in most jurisdictions helped to revive inflationary pressures by essentially
"importing" inflation from the rest of the world.

4. Sensitivity analysis

In this section of the paper we undertake a number of robustness checks. We start by
investigating sensitivity of the results emanating from the BSVAR-BE model. First, we

Figure 6. BSVAR-BE results: the financial channel.

Figure 7. MCS-BGVAR-SV results: the financial channel.
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replace industrial production with real GDP as a measure of output in the euro area block
so that our estimates of area-wide effectiveness of the APP are fully comparable with pre-
vious studies.

Figure 12 shows that, when using real GDP as measure of output, the shape of impulse
response is almost identical to the baseline results, but, as expected, the estimated impact
is much smaller as real GDP increases by 0.09% following a 1pp increase in the Eurosystem
asset holdings relative to nominal GDP. This helps to bring the cumulative impact on
output in line with the ECB staff estimates at approximately 2%, while the effect on
inflation remains unchanged, suggesting that our identification strategy effectively iso-
lates the APP shock.

Figure 8. BSVAR-BE results: the trade channel.

Figure 9. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: output.11
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To bring additional evidence showing that our identification scheme specifically
identifies the APP shock and disentangles it from previously introduced unconven-
tional measures, we compare the time series of the estimated shock with the one
identified using the scheme à la Boeckx et al. (2017) and Burriel and Galesi (2018),
utilizing our BSVAR-BE model. In this case, we replace the balance sheet item "Secu-
rities held by the Eurosystem" with the total assets, drop the equity prices, EONIA and
euro area long-term interest rates and add the CISS index, MRO rate and its spread
with EONIA.

The set of sign restrictions shown in Table 3 is imposed on impact and one month after
the shock, while zero restrictions – on impact only. Figure 13 demonstrates that our
identification strategy is more appropriate for recovering the APP shock since it correctly
identifies the start of purchases in March 2015 (denoted with vertical line) and the recali-
brations announced later on. The shock series before the launch of the APP is also much
smoother than in the case when we use a competing identification strategy, indicating
that our estimates of the asset purchases are safeguarded from the effects of balance
sheet policies used before.

We double-check this by estimating the BSVAR-BE model using a pre-APP data sample.
The results in Figure 14 confirm that our estimates are not confused with the non-standard

Figure 10. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: sovereign yields.

Figure 11. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: inflation.
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monetary policy instruments implemented prior to the APP because both the response of
output and inflation are small and statistically insignificant, indicating that the estimated
APP effects are indeed coming from the period when the asset purchases were actually
implemented. As an additional robustness check of the identifying restrictions employed
in the BSVAR-BE model, we put a positive restriction on equity prices for the MP shock to
disentangle pure monetary policy shock from news shocks, as argued in Jarociński and
Karadi (2020). The responses to the APP shock reported in Figure 15 are almost unchanged
from the baseline results, suggesting that they are not affected by a potentially misiden-
tified standard monetary policy shock due to contamination from the central bank infor-
mation shocks. Figure 16 shows that the results remain robust also when using MRO rate
instead of the EONIA as a proxy for standard monetary policy actions.

Figure 12. Robustness check I: real GDP as measure of output.

Figure 13. Robustness check II: comparison of the shock time series.
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Table 3. Identification scheme à la Boeckx et al. (2017) and Burriel and Galesi (2018).

Shock
EA Industrial
production

EA HICP
inflation

Total assets of the
Eurosystem

CISS
index MRO

EONIA-MRO
spread

USD/
EUR

LV Industrial
production

LV HICP
inflation

LV 10-year bond
yields

Monetary
policy

+ + 0 –

APP 0 0 + – 0 –
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Figure 14. Robustness check III: using a pre-APP data sample (January 2009 – August 2014).

Figure 15. Robustness check IV: controlling for the central bank information shocks.
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Next, we make sure that the estimated impact on the Latvian economy is not confused
with country-specific business cycle dynamics by identifying aggregate demand and
supply shocks also in the LV block as shown in Table 4.

The results in Figure 17 show that the responses of Latvian variables to the APP disturb-
ance are almost the same as in the baseline specification of the BSVAR-BE model meaning
that they are isolated from domestic demand or supply shocks.

Finally, we check the robustness of the MCS-BGVAR-SV model by assuming that
common variables in the "ECB" model evolve according to PPP-GDP weighted dynamics
of EA-12 output and inflation, instead of EA-19, since not all countries were members of
the euro area in 2009 when our data sample starts. Figures A6 to A8 in the Appendix
demonstrate that even when assuming that the euro area consists of EA-12, the impact
of the APP remains virtually unchanged both in the countries that initially adopted the
euro and in those that joined the currency union afterwards.

Figure 16. Robustness check V: using MRO rate as a proxy for standard monetary policy actions.

Figure 17. Robustness check VI: identifying LV-specific shocks.
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Table 4. Identification scheme with LV-specific shocks.

Shock
EA Industrial
production

EA HICP
inflation

Securities held by the
Eurosystem

EA 10-year
bond yields EONIA

Eurostoxx
50

USD/
EUR

LV Industrial
production

LV HICP
inflation

LV 10-year
bond yields

Aggregate
demand

+ + 0 + +

Aggregate supply + – 0 + +
Monetary policy + + 0 –
APP + – 0 + 0 0
LV aggregate
demand

0 + +

LV aggregate
supply

0 + –
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5. Conclusions

Our results suggest that the APP has had a limited and weakly significant impact on
Latvia’s output with the effect being among the lowest in the euro area, contrary to the
existing literature, which evaluates the spillovers from the ECB monetary policy to the
Latvian economy. Additionally, the evidence suggests that most of the impact on
output was indirectly transmitted through other countries. However, our findings point
to a robust impact on Latvian inflation with the magnitude being in line with the euro
area average. The APP was transmitted to Latvian consumer prices via the exchange
rate channel as the APP-induced depreciation of the euro caused higher import prices.
Regarding other jurisdictions, we find that the ECB’s asset purchases had a larger
impact on output in the countries where the portfolio rebalancing channel was activated,
i.e. where sovereign yields were depressed the most. Results show that in some countries
the financial channel was also actuated as the APP enhanced lending and, subsequently,
contributed to higher real estate prices. Nonetheless, it seems that asset purchases mainly
affected inflation in other member states also via the exchange rate channel rather than
through aggregate demand-driven shifts in the Phillips curve since the countries with the
largest impact on output not necessarily saw the largest increase in consumer prices.
Despite a significant depreciation of the euro following the introduction of asset pur-
chases, there is very little evidence to suggest that they caused beggar-thy-neighbour-
style side effects since the effect on net exports in most member states is negligible
because imports also increase following the APP shock likely reflecting the boost in aggre-
gate demand from the asset purchases transmitted through other channels.

The empirical findings reported in this paper also have important implications for the
future monetary policy making in the euro area. Given the low interest rate environment,
policy rates are likely to hit the effective lower boundmore often, limiting the scope of con-
ventional monetary policy tools to influence macroeconomic developments and ensure
price stability. Thus, asset purchases will likely be used as the main monetary policy
measure to fight adverse shocks and help steer inflation towards the target. While our
results show that central bank asset purchases have very heterogenous effects among
the individual euro area jurisdictions, the effects on inflation in all member states are signifi-
cant nonetheless. Also our finding that asset purchases generate larger real effects in juris-
dictionswhere they drive down sovereign yields themost suggest that asset purchases is an
effective measure to eliminate financial fragmentation risks and ensure smooth trans-
mission of common monetary policy stance to all euro area member states.

Notes

1. See https://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/implement/omt/html/index.en.html for a detailed
description of the APP.

2. Feldkircher et al. (2020) specifically look at the APP and model the euro area at a country level,
but they are focusing on spillovers to the CESEE and non-euro area EU countries and don’t
report euro area country results.

3. The existing literature finds large real effects in Latvia (and the Baltics in general) from the ECB
monetary policy (see Georgiadis (2015) for the evidence regarding conventional monetary
policy shocks, Burriel and Galesi (2018) for unconventional monetary policy shocks and
Benecká et al. (2018) for monetary policy shocks generally).
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4. The use of rather parsimonious lag structure is motivated by the highly computationally inten-
sive process of estimating the MCS-BGVAR-SV model, rendering higher lag order infeasible. To
improve the comparability of models, we use the same lag order also in the BSVAR-BE model.

5. Please note that the balance sheet item "Securities held by the Eurosystem" do not include
collateral banks have to deposit at the Eurosystem in order to borrow money within open
market operations (these are reflected in balance sheet item "Lending to euro area credit insti-
tutions related to monetary policy operations denominated in euro"). Otherwise the zero
restriction in case of the standard monetary policy shock would be violated.

6. I thank Martin Feldkircher for providing the programme code and helpful comments.
7. We use Eurostoxx 50 rather than national equity price indices to facilitate the number of suc-

cessful rotation matrices that satisfy the sign restrictions during the impulse response analysis.
8. We assume that the euro area consists of EA-19.
9. See Feldkircher et al. (2020) and Feldkircher and Huber (2016) for technical information

regarding the implementation of stochastic volatility and simulation of posterior.
10. Due to computational reasons and to further reduce the possibility of autocorrelation

between the Markov chains, we use a thinning interval of 0.1 to save 2000 out of 20000
draws. To reduce the risk that our results are estimated from unstable draws, we exclude
the iterations with large eigenvalues of the companion matrix, arriving at approximately
1500 draws from which the posterior is obtained.

11. Figure shows the peak responses along with whiskers denoting the corresponding 50% cred-
ible sets due to space considerations. Full set of impulse responses are available upon request.
Note that the use of less stringent confidence intervals is not uncommon in empirical multi-
country models (see e.g. Chudik and Fratzscher (2012), Almansour et al. (2015)).
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Appendix

A1. BSVAR-BE dataset description and transformations

Table A1.
Block Variable Description Transformation Data source
Baseline
model

ipi Seasonally adjusted industrial production
index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

cpi Seasonally adjusted annual rate of change
in all-items consumer price index.

Levels Eurostat

sec Securities of euro area residents
denominated in euro held by the
Eurosystem scaled by 2015 nominal GDP.

ln Author’s calculations
based on the ECB and
Eurostat data

ltr 10-year government benchmark bond
yields for the euro area. EMU
convergence criterion bond yields for
Latvia.

Levels ECB, Eurostat

eastr EONIA. Levels ECB
eaep Dow Jones Euro Stoxx Price Index. ln ECB
eaex Monthly average value of the euro per US

dollar.
ln IMF IFS

Financial
channel

cred_nfc Loans to non-financial corporations.
Outstanding amounts at the end of the
period (stocks), total maturity.

ln ECB

cred_hh Loans to households and NPISHs.
Outstanding amounts at the end of the
period (stocks), total maturity.

ln ECB

hp Real residential property prices, 2010 = 100.
Monthly series are obtained by

ln BIS

(Continued )
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Table A1. Continued.
Block Variable Description Transformation Data source

performing the Chow-Lin temporal
disaggregation procedure.

Trade
channel

exp_ea Exports to the euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

exp_extra_ea Exports to the extra-euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

imp_ea Imports to the euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

imp_extra_ea Imports to the extra-euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

euvi_ea Export prices to the euro area. Unit value
index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

euvi_extra_ea Export prices to the extra-euro area. Unit
value index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

iuvi_ea Import prices to the euro area. Unit value
index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

iuvi_extra_ea Import prices to the extra-euro area. Unit
value index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

Robustness
checks

assets Total assets of the Eurosystem. ln ECB
ciss Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress. Levels ECB
mro Interest rate on the main refinancing

operations.
Levels ECB

eonia_mro Spread between EONIA and MRO. Levels Author’s calculations
based on the ECB
data

real_gdp Monthly Real GDP index for the euro area is
obtained by performing the Chow-Lin
temporal disaggregation procedure using
industrial production as an indicator
series.

ln Author’s calculations
based on the Eurostat
data

A2. BGVAR-SV dataset description and transformations

Table A2.
Block Variable Description Transformation Data source
Baseline
model

ipi Seasonally adjusted industrial production
index, 2010 = 100. For Switzerland, we
include a monthly Real GDP index
obtained by performing the Chow-Lin
temporal disaggregation procedure, using
the KOF Economic Barometer as an
indicator series. Similarly for China, we
construct a monthly Real GDP index by
deflating the nominal GDP with the CPI
and then performing the Chow-Lin
temporal disaggregation procedure.

ln Eurostat, OECD, national
sources

cpi Seasonally adjusted annual rate of change in
all-items consumer price index.

Levels Eurostat, OECD

str Typically money market interest rates. Levels IMF IFS, OECD, Eurostat
eastr EONIA. Levels ECB
ltr Typically 10-year government bond yields. Levels IMF IFS, OECD, Eurostat
ex Monthly average value of the domestic

currency per US dollar.
ln IMF IFS

eaex Monthly average value of the euro per US
dollar.

ln IMF IFS

ep MSCI Standard equity price index, 2010 =
100.

ln MSCI

eaep ln ECB

(Continued )
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Table A2. Continued.
Block Variable Description Transformation Data source

Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50 Price Index, 2010
= 100.

sec Securities of euro area residents
denominated in euro held by the
Eurosystem scaled by 2015 nominal GDP.

ln Author’s calculations
based on the ECB and
Eurostat data

poil Seasonally adjusted Brent spot price FOB (US
dollars per barrel).

ln EIA

Financial
channel

cred_hh Loans to households and NPISHs, 2010 =
100. Monthly series are obtained by
performing the Chow-Lin temporal
disaggregation procedure.

ln BIS

hp Real residential property prices, 2010 = 100.
Monthly series are obtained by performing
the Chow-Lin temporal disaggregation
procedure.

ln BIS

Trade
channel

exp_ea Exports to the euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

exp_extra_ea Exports to the extra-euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

imp_ea Imports to the euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

imp_extra_ea Imports to the extra-euro area. All products
volume index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

euvi_ea Export prices to the euro area. Unit value
index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

euvi_extra_ea Export prices to the extra-euro area. Unit
value index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

iuvi_ea Import prices to the euro area. Unit value
index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

iuvi_extra_ea Import prices to the extra-euro area. Unit
value index, 2010 = 100.

ln Eurostat

Weights Trade weights Bilateral data on imports and exports. - IMF DOTS
PPP-GDP
weights

Nominal GDP, PPP. - World Bank

A3. BGVAR-SV country coverage and model specification

Table A3.
Group Country Domestic variables Foreign variables
Euro area Austria ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Belgium ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Cyprus ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Estonia ipi, cpi ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Finland ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
France ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Germany ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Greece ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Ireland ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,

poil**
Italy ipi, cpi, ltr

(Continued )
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Table A3. Continued.
Group Country Domestic variables Foreign variables

ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Latvia ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Lithuania ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Luxembourg ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Malta ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Netherlands ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Portugal ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Slovakia ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Slovenia ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Spain ipi, cpi, ltr ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Other EU Croatia ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Czech Republic ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Denmark ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Hungary ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Poland ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Romania ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Sweden ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

United
Kingdom

ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

RoW Canada ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

China ipi, cpi, str, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Japan ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Norway ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Russia ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Switzerland ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ex, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

United States ipi, cpi, str, ltr, ep ipi*, cpi*, str*, ltr*, ex*, ep*, eaep**, eastr**, eaex**, sec**,
poil**

Common
variables

ECB eaep, eastr, eaex,
sec

ipi*, cpi*

OIL poil ipi*

Note: Weakly exogenous variables are marked with one while strictly exogenous variables with two asterisks.
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A4. Member-state level results of financial and trade-related variables

Figure A1. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: the financial channel.

Figure A2. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: trade with the euro area.

Figure A3. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: trade with the extra-euro area.
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Figure A4. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: trade prices with the euro area.

Figure A5. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: trade prices with the extra-euro area.
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A5. Robustness check V: modelling the euro area as EA-12 versus EA-19

Figure A6. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: output.

Figure A7. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: sovereign yields.

Figure A8. MCS-BGVAR-SV country-level results: inflation.
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